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What is diversity?

Diversity factors can be seen or unseen. Diversity is about …

Race & ethnicity Social background Age Disability

Sexual orientation Neurodiversity Gender Religion

Neurodiversity refers to the different ways the brain can work and interpret 
information 

1. Differences in brain 
structure 

2. Differences in brain 
function

What do we mean by diversity, 
inclusion and belonging?

Diversity

… is being invited to the 
party

Inclusion

… is being asked to dance 

Belonging

… is dancing like no one’s 
watching 
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What impacts diversity and inclusion at work?

Social identity theory suggests that our sense of self is defined by our group 
memberships. People can unconsciously prioritise members of their ‘in-group’ and 
negatively evaluate members of ‘out-groups’

Possible unconscious biases in the workplace :

Selective 
perception

Selecting particular objects or aspects of people for 
attention, and attributing positive or negative characteristics 
to these

Self-centred bias Making decisions that serve ourselves in ways that others 
may view as unethical

Early information 
bias Prioritising information that is shared early

Stereotyping Common heuristic that humans use that may be irrelevant 
and discriminatory

Status quo bias
Making non-rational decisions to maintain the current state. 
E.g. a panel could unconsciously prefer to hire people from 
a specific background for a role

Confirmation bias Processing information by using information that is 
consistent with one’s existing belief

Amygdala
The emotional centre

Frontal cortex
Forms impressions 

of others, 
measuring 

empathy

Unconscious bias can cause exclusion in the workplace 

The effects of unconscious bias:

1 Biased recruitment

2 Gender inequality

3
Poor culture & lack of 
organisational creativity

4 Decrease in performance 
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Why do organisations need diversity?

Diversity is more than a tick in a box. It brings real business benefits. 

49%
Of employers are 
focusing on diversity 
to better understand 
our customers 

60%
Of organisations with 
diverse teams 
perform better

67%
Of job seekers said a 
diverse workforce is 
important 

60%
Faster at effective 
decision making than 
non-diverse teams 

83%
Increase in innovation 
is reported in 
businesses that create 
an inclusive 
environment

35%
Of organisations with 
ethnically diverse 
companies outperform 
the rest

19%
Of businesses report 
higher revenues if 
companies have more 
diverse management 
teams 

45%
Of companies are 
more likely to capture 
a larger portion of the 
market if they are 
more diverse 

Sources: KPMG, Deloitte, People Management, LinkedIn, Syed, M.  See Slides 8 & 9 for References.

Diversity builds intelligent 
teams 

An intelligent 
individual

An unintelligent 
team (team of 
clones)

An intelligent 
team 
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How can we increase diversity and inclusion?

HR activities to increase workforce diversity: Applying behavioural science concepts to build an inclusive 
workplace:

Measuring success. Measuring ethnic diversity should be a key 
performance indicator. In order to achieve this, organisations need to 
define the as-is state and aspirational targets, and measure progress 
against these targets 

Linking intrinsic motivations to the employee lifecycle. Recruiting 
and rewarding people who are motivated to have a sense of belonging 
at work, and are curious about other culture 

Changing culture. In order to achieve lasting change, culture 
change is also needed. Workplace culture should enable employees 
to bring their whole selves to work and encourage open dialogue 
about different backgrounds

Nudging to drive behavioural change. Using nudges to drive more 
inclusive behaviours, mitigate unconscious associations and drive long-
term behavioural change

Reshaping processes. To ensure equal opportunities for colleagues 
from diverse backgrounds, several HR processes need to be 
reassessed to ensure that they are transparent and fair. From initial 
recruitment to ongoing support and succession planning

Assessing how biases apply to HR processes. Identifying where 
confirmation bias might apply to recruitment and promotion processes 

Driving progression. Helping colleagues from diverse backgrounds 
progress up the career ladder through social mobility initiatives. This 
can be achieved by organisations being more inclusive to those that 
opportunities are given to 

Applying choice architecture to frame options during key people 
decisions. Using choice architecture to drive objective leadership 
decision making during the promotion cycle

Building inclusion. To achieve a workplace where diversity is truly 
embedded organisations need to achieve a workplace where it is OK 
to talk about and celebrate diversity

Using the psychology of inclusion. Rewarding people who clearly 
demonstrate inclusive values and behaviours, for example proactive 
collaboration outside usual groups
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Embedding diversity and inclusion in our People Consulting methodologies 

How do we embed diversity and inclusion into our proposition areas?

Organisational tranformation

 Immersive Culture Campaigns 
including interactive masterclasses 
and targeted communications

 Applying a diversity lens when we 
validate the FTE base of the 
organisation, and design and deploy 
new structures 

Learning 

 Immersive, scenario-based unconscious 
bias learning

 Applying neurodiversity concepts to 
learning design

Workforce transformation

 Highlighting and applying the importance 
of neurodiverse skills in strategic 
workforce planning

Hr tranformation

 Reviewing the employee lifecycle, 
identifying opportunities for improvement

 Improving the accessibility of HR policies
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